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…MANY STUDENT GROUPS
•  General education population

•  English learners

•  At-risk students

•  Gifted and talented students

…IN A VARIETY OF SETTINGS
•  Whole-group instruction

•  Small-group instruction

•  Title I programs

•   After-school and  
summer-school programs

PROGRAMS 
SUPPORT…

3–6

Zaner-Bloser’s vocabulary programs, Word Heroes (K–2) 

and Word Wisdom (3–6), show students that noticing 

and acquiring new words can be fun and rewarding. 

With deep understanding of word meanings, the world of 

reading and writing opens up.

gniteI
W O R D  C U R I O S I T Y

Playing with language and discovering words are enjoyable pursuits.

Vocabulary learning doesn’t have to be dull or rote. Rather, instruction can  

build an appreciation of words and engage students in unlocking their meanings.

Comprehension relies on vocabulary and language knowledge.  
The more high-impact Tier 2 words students know, the better they can 

understand all kinds of texts—content-area textbooks, articles, biographies, 

stories, and poems.

Applying new vocabulary words builds connections with background 
knowledge. Using words in written and spoken language gives students a 

chance to exhibit true ownership of words. The goal is for students to use new 

words to communicate their own ideas and demonstrate what they know.

K–2

Vocabulary

1
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Pre-Reading Discussion Questions 
• Have you heard of William Shakespeare? What 

kinds of things did he write?

• Have you read or seen some of Shakespeare’s plays? 
What did you like or not like about them?

Lesson 2: Latin Roots

76

Latin and Greek Roots
Lesson 2

UNIT 4 Communication | Lesson 2

A lot of people think that the works of William Shakespeare are 
dull. But Shakespeare entertained his audiences with the same 
elements that modern movies use: love, suspense, and humor.
You just have to understand what you’re reading.

Understanding

SHAKESPEARE

Many people claim that they 
get lost when reading a 
Shakespearean play or when 

watching one performed. They do not 
understand the language. They use the 
analogy that Shakespeare’s language 
is a foreign language even though he 
wrote in English! But there are ways 
to improve your understanding of 
Shakespeare’s works.

It is helpful to see a Shakespeare 
play performed live. You can hear the 
intonations in the actors’ speech. You 
can experience the actors performing 
the dialogue. The actors give life to 
the play’s characters and events. For 
example, a dull character might speak 
his or her lines in a monotone voice. 
When an exciting event happens, an 
actor might exclaim his or her lines. 
For example, after King Lear disclaims 
his relation to his daughter in the play 
King Lear, the king of France speaks 
excitedly about his choice to marry her. 
This is a very tense moment in the play.

Before you see a play, it’s helpful 
to read a summary of the plot. Many 
of Shakespeare’s plays begin with a 
prologue, or an introduction. But this 

only summarizes part of the play. If you 
read a summary, you will understand 
the main idea of the play. You will know 
what to expect. Then you can focus on 
the details.

Another way to get familiar with 
Shakespeare’s language is to watch a 
movie. There are a lot of movies based 
on Shakespeare’s plays. Some are set 
in modern times, and others are set in 
Shakespeare’s time. People have even 
put Shakespeare’s writing to music. 
Everyone can sing along—from deep, 
rich baritones to high sopranos, and 
everyone in between!

The more Shakespearean English you 
hear, the more you will understand it. 
Maybe someday you can proclaim 
yourself an expert!

Latin and Greek roots related to unit 
theme: Communication

Words presented in 
reading passage

Word Wisdom grade 5

In Word Heroes and Word 

Wisdom, words are learned 

in the context of reading 

passages in thematic units.  

They are not taught in isolation, nor memorized. Instead, students 

engage with a rich selection of words in context and make 

connections that build meaning so that they can use the words to 

convey ideas, knowledge, memories, and feelings effectively.

HIGH-INTEREST, CROSS-CURRICULAR TEXTS
Lesson contexts are established by reading and re-reading an initial text, 

typically a passage from an area of science, social studies, health, art, or 

literature. Whether read aloud or independently, these passages

•  provide students’ first exposure to the weekly vocabulary words.

•  build and reinforce listening or reading comprehension skills. 

•  establish the need to learn vocabulary for content-area reading.

english Learners
Support

POWER UP  the read-aloud by pausing briefly at each prompt to support vocabulary and scaffold comprehension.
read

aloud

What have we learned about hummingbirds so far? (They are very tiny and have bright, colorful feathers.)

How do hummingbirds make a humming sound? (by flapping their wings quickly) What are some of the ways hummingbirds can fly? (up and down, backward and forward, stay in place, upside down)

Strategy: Use Gestures
To help children understand  the concept of humming, hum part of a familiar tune, such as “Happy Birthday.” Then have 

children practice  
humming. 

Hummingbirds live almost everywhere in North and South America. Their vibrant, shiny feathers are red, blue, green, yellow, and purple.  Some people say hummingbirds look like pieces  of the rainbow.

Hummingbirds are the smallest birds in the  world. One kind weighs only about as much as  a penny!

Hummingbirds beat their wings so rapidly they actually make a humming sound.

They have many flying tricks. A hummingbird can fly up and down, backward and forward. It can also hover, or stay in one place in the air. To escape from danger, a hummingbird can even fly upside down!
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Read-aloud from unit with science 
theme: Wonder of Summer

day 1 day 2

day 3 day 4 day 5

read
aloud

Wow WordsWow Words

lesson objectives

• Demonstrate understanding 
of word relationships and 
nuances in word meanings

• Use conventions of language  
in speaking and writing 

• Add details to writing

• Describe how reasons support 
an author’s specific points in 
a text

• Determine the meaning of 
compound words 

• Use new vocabulary in 
speaking and writing

• Identify real-life connections 
between words and their use

• Use appropriate facts and 
relevant details to describe 
stories or experiences

• Retell important events and 
key details in logical order

• Ask and answer questions 
about key details and 
vocabulary

• Explain the author’s purpose 

• Act out word meanings

• Understand and use vocabulary 
acquired through texts and 
conversations

• Describe connections  
between events, ideas, 
concepts, or steps

Something that is vibrant is very bright and full of color.

Something that is rapid moves very fast.

If you construct something, you build it.

Someone who is agile can move around easily  
and quickly.

If something is impressive, people think it is wonderful 
and amazing.impressive

agile

construct

rapid

vibrant
111–115

Expository Text

Hooray for 
Hummingbirds!

week 30

 176 Week 30  Week 30 177

Questions to 
scaffold listening 

comprehension

Word Heroes grade 2

SparkW I T H  A
I T  A L L  B E G I N S 
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Teaching Tips
• Explain that Latin and ancient Greek were 

languages that furnished roots for English words. 

Some words traveled from ancient Greek, through 

Latin, through Old French, and into English.

• Have students read the chart on page 78. Talk about 

how the meaning of the root affects the meaning of 

the example word.

• After students complete the page, discuss the 

additional words they have listed. Possible 

responses: clamor, disclaimer, exclamation, 

proclamation, overtone, tonal, intone, epilogue,  

apology, logical, and fields of study that end with 

-logy, such as geology, psychology, and biology

Unlock the Meanings

78

claim

Latin Greek
Latin

ton log

Sort by Roots Write each word from the word list under the 

correct Latin and Greek roots below. Then write other words you know 

that come from the same Latin and Greek roots.

You know that some English words have Latin roots. English words can also come 

from Greek roots. In this unit, you will learn Latin and Greek roots related to 

communication.

Root and Meaning English Word and Meaning

claim (shout, call out) acclaim (public praise)

ton (tone)
undertone (a low or quiet sound)

log (word)
monologue (a speech or jokes told by one person)

 WORD LIST

claim
analogy
intonation
dialogue
monotone
exclaim
disclaim
prologue
baritone
proclaim
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Latin

Latin

Greek

claim

disclaim

intonation analogy

baritone prologue

exclaim

proclaim

Answers will vary.

monotone dialogue

Answers will vary. Answers will vary.

Answers will vary. Answers will vary.

Visit zaner-bloser.com/spark to see a complete unit for each grade, K–6. 32



Across grades K–6, Word Heroes and Word Wisdom vocabulary words 

were carefully selected. They are high-utility, academic words that 

are general enough to be used across domains, and they are well 

suited to direct instruction. Researchers call them Tier 2 words. In the 

upper grades, students advance to unlocking some Tier 3 words from 

science, social studies, and other domains. 

Fueled B Y  C H A L L E N G E 
A N D  C R E AT I V I T Y

AGE-APPROPRIATE PRACTICE ACTIVITIES 
Students have multiple opportunities to see, interact with, and use the words in  

a variety of contexts. In addition to exposure in the reading passages, students may

•  engage in lively discussions about the meaning of words.

•   use the words in oral language activities to reinforce the meanings.

•   extend and apply the words through acting, drawing, and writing activities and games.  

•   learn related forms of a word using Latin and Greek roots.

TIER 3TIER 3

TIER 1TIER 1
TIER 2TIER 2

Simple, everyday words that students learn without much effort
Text Frequency: High  |   Complexity: Low  |   Words Common in Spoken Language
run     party     nice

Specialized words that students may encounter in content-area text
Text Frequency: Low  |  Complexity: High  |  Domain-Specific Words
chrysalis      photosynthesis      filibuster

Tier 3

Tier 2 

Sophisticated words that are frequently found in a wide variety of texts
Text Frequency: High  |  Complexity: High  |  General Academic Words
enthusiastic      astonish      brilliance

Using words to interpret, categorize, explain, relate, etc.

Discussion before activities

Teaching Tips
• Introduce the first activity by writing the following 

on the board: 

When you exclaim, your voice is (a) loud, 
(b) quiet, (c) angry.

 Discuss with students why loud is correct.

• Model the second activity by writing this sentence 
on the board: 

A speaker’s pitch rises at the end of  
a question.

 Have students choose the word list word that most 
closely matches the meaning of the underlined 
word pitch. Then ask them to repeat the sentence 
with the substituted word. A speaker’s intonation 
rises at the end of a question.

UNIT 4 Communication | Lesson 280

Process the Meanings

80

Complete the Meanings Write the word that best completes 
the sentence and explains the boldfaced word.

1  A dialogue is a(n) ______________________.

a. speech b. announcement c. conversation

2  You use an analogy to ______________________ two things.

a. compare b. describe c. explain

3  The singing voice of a baritone is ______________________.

a. high b. low c. loud

4  The prologue of a play comes at the ______________________.

a. beginning b. middle c. end

5  A monotone is a ______________________ tone of voice.

a. soft b. harsh c. single

6  A speaker with good intonation changes ______________________.

a. posture b. pitch c. accent

Revise Sentences Rewrite each sentence. Replace the underlined 
words with a word from the word list. You may have to add an ending.

7  “I can’t believe I won!” he said loudly with surprise.

 ______________________________________________________________

8  My voice teacher states as a fact that she can teach anyone to sing.

 ______________________________________________________________

9  The students said they didn’t have any knowledge of the 
classroom prank.

 ______________________________________________________________

10
 The newly elected mayor will officially announce victory 
tomorrow evening.

 ______________________________________________________________

 WORD LIST

claim
analogy
intonation
dialogue
monotone
exclaim
disclaim
prologue
baritone
proclaim
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conversation

compare

low

beginning

single

pitch

“I can’t believe I won the race!” he exclaimed.

My teacher claims that she can teach anyone to sing.

The students disclaimed knowledge of the classroom prank.

The newly elected mayor will proclaim victory tomorrow evening.

Answers will vary.

Teaching Tips
• For the first activity, have students answer each 

question “yes” or “no.” Then direct them to write 
logical reasons for their decisions.

• Before students complete the second activity, 
remind them that a category is a label that fits all 
the listed items. Ask this question as an example: 
What is the category for the words chat, conversation, 
and discussion? Sample response: ways of speaking 
with others Then ask students to name a word list 
word that would fit in this category. dialogue
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Apply What You've Learned

5181Lesson 2 | Communication UNIT 4

Give Reasons Answer each question with yes or no. Give reasons for your answers.

1  Could a robbery suspect disclaim responsibility?

 ______________________________________________________________________________

2  Could a suspect proclaim his or her innocence of a crime?

 ______________________________________________________________________________

3  Are you likely to read a prologue in the newspaper?

 ______________________________________________________________________________

4  Is the dialogue of a play usually written in the program?

 ______________________________________________________________________________

5  Could someone claim that he or she had been to Japan?

 ______________________________________________________________________________

6  Do you expect actors in a movie to speak in a monotone?

 ______________________________________________________________________________

Name the Categories Write a word from the word list to complete each list below. 
Then tell what category all the words belong to.

 WORD CATEGORY

7  alto, tenor,  _____________________ _____________________

8  simile, metaphor,  _____________________ _____________________

9  shout, holler,  _____________________ _____________________

10
 volume, rate,  _____________________ _____________________

baritone types of voices

analogy types of comparisons

exclaim ways to call out loudly

intonation elements of speech

Yes, if the suspect didn’t commit a crime.

Yes, if he or she didn’t do it.

No, because newspapers don’t have introductions.

No, because then the audience would already know the play.

Yes, if he or she actually visited Japan.

No, because then the movie would be boring.

Answers will vary.

Answers will vary.

Week 30
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talk about it!

If needed…  Provide additional support for children’s language: 
Some frogs are green and blend in with their surroundings, but this 
frog really stands out! The frog’s vibrant color may scare off some 
animals. Something that is vibrant is very bright and full of color. 
What else in this photo is vibrant?

Ask children: What is happening in this picture? How can we use the word 
vibrant to talk about it? Example: The unusual frog is a vibrant shade of blue. 

vibrant

111

day 3

10

impressive

agile

construct

rapid

vibrant

Talk About It!
• Use the photos and the instruction on the back of Photo Cards  

111–115 to get children talking about the Wow Words in a new 
context.

• After reviewing all the Photo Cards, divide the class into small groups 
and give each group one of the cards. Ask each group to collaborate 
on a sentence that uses its word.

• Ask volunteers to share the sentences with the class. Invite group 
members to explain how they came up with their sentence. Then have 
children add the Photo Card to the Word Heroes Chart. 

• When all the Photo Cards have been added to the Word Heroes Chart, 
read the words aloud and have children say them with you.

Ask children how they used their Wowband word (rapid) at home 
yesterday. Tally the examples on the Word Heroes Chart. Remind 
children to listen for the Wow Words throughout the day. 
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action!

WowbandsTM

  Week 30 
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vibrant
Something that is  

vibrant is very bright  

and full of color.

rapid
Something that is rapid  

moves very fast.

construct
If you construct  

something,  
you build it.

agile
Someone who is agile  

can move around easily  

and quickly.

impressive
If something is impressive, 

people think it is wonderful  

and amazing.

vibrant
Something that is  

vibrant is very bright  

and full of color.

rapid
Something that is rapid  

moves very fast.

construct
If you construct  

something,  
you build it.

agile
Someone who is agile  

can move around easily  

and quickly.

impressive
If something is impressive, 

people think it is wonderful  

and amazing.

english Learners
Support

1 2
3 4

5 6 7

words to go!

10

Send home the Wowband for 

construct and ask children how they 

will use the word at home today. 

If you plant 
colorful flowers or 
put out a feeder, 
hummingbirds 
might visit you!

Hummingbirds 
build nests out of 
soft plants and 

spiderwebs. 

They love to take 
baths in waterfalls 

or sprinklers. 

They can fly 
up and down, 
backward and 

forward, and even 
upside down!

When 
hummingbirds 

beat their wings 
rapidly, they make 
a humming sound.

They are tiny birds, 
and some  

weigh only as 
much as a penny!

Hummingbirds  
have bright,  

shiny feathers.

• Tell children: Let’s have some fun  
retelling the article “Hooray for 
Hummingbirds!” Divide the class into two 
groups, actors and storytellers.

• Ask volunteers from the storyteller group to retell the main ideas  
from the article in order. As the storytellers retell the main ideas in  
the article, have the actor group dramatize the ideas they describe.

• As needed, use the following strategies to support children’s retelling:

• Give children a hint for each idea, such as: Where do hummingbirds 
like to take baths?

• Using the prompts below, say a few words at a time and invite 
children to finish the sentence.

• Reread the appropriate portion of “Hooray for Hummingbirds!” and 
have children retell it in their own words.

• As the storytellers retell the main ideas in the article, you may wish 
to write the ideas on chart paper and post them in the classroom for 
children to revisit later. Encourage children to add their own artwork 
that represents each hummingbird trait and to reenact the ideas in 
small groups.

Strategy: 
Simplify Language

Speak slowly and break complex 
prompts into simpler sentences 

when possible.
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Oral language development 
with Photo Cards

Retelling the read-aloud 
with acting 

Writing about 
words in the 
Journal

Word Heroes grade 2

Word Wisdom grade 5

Visit zaner-bloser.com/spark to see a complete unit for each grade, K–6.

Students pick up conversational language 
easily. But developing proficiency with more 
formal, academic language requires practice. 
Focusing instruction on Tier 2 words has the 
greatest impact on literacy.

WORD SELECTION

Vocabulary

turn & talk

Texas history is impressive because you learn about the past 
and how things change.

impressive If something is impressive, people think it is wonderful 
and amazing.

agile Someone who is agile can move around easily and 
quickly.

construct If you construct something, you build it.

impressive If something is impressive, people think it is 
wonderful and amazing.

rapid Something that is rapid moves very fast.

vibrant Something that is vibrant is very bright and full of 
color.

Wow Words  
week 30

 WowbandsTM

  Week 30 
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vibrant
Something that is  

vibrant is very bright  

and full of color.

rapid
Something that is rapid  

moves very fast.

construct
If you construct  

something,  
you build it.

agile
Someone who is agile  

can move around easily  

and quickly.

impressive
If something is impressive, 

people think it is wonderful  

and amazing.

vibrant
Something that is  

vibrant is very bright  

and full of color.

rapid
Something that is rapid  

moves very fast.

construct
If you construct  

something,  
you build it.

agile
Someone who is agile  

can move around easily  

and quickly.

impressive
If something is impressive, 

people think it is wonderful  

and amazing.

words to go!

10

Encourage children to 
discuss their ideas with 
a partner before they 

begin writing and to talk 
about their pictures as 

they work. 

Send home the Wowband for 

agile and ask children how they 

will use the word at home today. 

Make It Your Own
• Have children open their Word Heroes Journals to page 75. Read the 

Wow Words and definitions aloud as children follow along.

• Point out the writing sample for impressive. Tell children: This picture 
was done by a student named Caden. Let’s read what Caden wrote: 
Texas history is impressive because you learn about the past and how 
things change.

• Ask: What do you see happening in Caden’s picture? (The picture 
shows how interesting Texas history is and how much there is to learn.) 
How does Caden’s picture show something impressive? (If Texas 
history is very interesting to learn about, it is impressive.)

• Say: Think about what you could draw and write about for our other 
Wow Words. Talk about your ideas with a partner. When you are 
ready to start writing, you can begin.

• Explain that children will have time to write about two of the  
Wow Words today and two more tomorrow. Circulate to  
support children and monitor their progress. 

• If children have trouble thinking of ideas, use the questions  
below to provide additional support.

• When has being agile helped you do something?
• Have you ever constructed something with a friend? How did it 

turn out?
• Did you ever do something too rapidly? What happened?
• What is something vibrant you’d like to take a picture of? 
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WORD HEROES MATERIALS
•  Teacher’s Guides

•  Word Heroes Journals (for students)

•  Photo Cards and Word Cards

•  Word Heroes Pocket Chart

•  Program Guide

•  Online Teacher Resources

WORD WISDOM MATERIALS
•  Teacher’s Guides

•  Student Editions

•  Online Teacher Resources

Visit zaner-bloser.com/spark to learn more and view samples.

ZBHV0404A     10.22800.421.3018   |   zaner-bloser.com

concealpride generousnotice reveal

Unlocking Vocabulary in Context

ISBN: 978-1-45311-908-21-800-421-3018
www.zaner-bloser.com

SFI-00617

®

Unlocking Vocabulary in Context
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W I T H  Z A N E R-B L O S E R 
V O C A B U L A R Y  P R O G R A M S

3–6

K–2

Light Up Learning


